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DOWNLOAD THREE FREE SAMPLE RECIPES FROM DIRTY GOURMET More
than 120 deliciously modern recipes for day trips, car camping, and backcountry
adventures Offers a fun and easy approach to planning and prepping camp food
The Dirty Gourmet authors were recently featured in Sunset magazine and other
national media “Dirty Gourmet” is really a lifestyle, one that celebrates delicious
food, warm company, and outdoor fun. It emerged as a website and blog when
friends Aimee Trudeau, Emily Nielson, and Mai-Yan Kwan joined forces to share
their love of wilderness, outdoor education experiences, and knowledge of
backcountry cooking through classes, workshops, catering events, and easy yet
exciting recipes. Now, their new book, Dirty Gourmet: Food for Your Outdoor
Adventures, extends their mission to get more people to eat well outdoors and
have fun doing it! It emphasizes healthy eating with fresh ingredients, efficient
techniques, and global flavors. Breakfast, trail meals, sweet and savory snacks,
dinners, appetizers, side dishes, desserts, even refreshing camp drinks—it’s all
here! Camp cooks can choose recipes based on the type of activity they are
pursuing—from picnics, day hikes, and car camping to backcountry adventures by
foot, bike, or paddle—as well as find recipes perfect for large groups. Recipes are
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organized by activity: Car campers can relax around the fire with Ember Roasted
Baba Ghanoush and Mason Jar Sangria before diving into One Pot Pasta
Puttanesca and Grilled Green Bean Salad, with Maple Syrup Dumplings for
dessert. Day hikers will want to take a break on the trail with Spicy Tofu Jerky
and Curried Chickpea Salad or maybe a Pressed Sandwich with Sundried
Tomato Pesto. Backpackers can start their day with Fried Grits Scramble with
Greens, Leeks, and Bacon and recharge in the evening with Soba Noodles with
Sweet Chili Chicken and a Hibiscus Chia Cooler. To simplify packing and
planning, each section offers a base kit checklist of needed supplies along with
tips on getting organized, preparing ingredients, and cooking with different
methods. Complemented by full-color photos, each recipe features insights from
the authors, any additional tools needed, quick-reference icons, step-by-step
instructions for what to prepare at home and in camp, plus creative variations.
The memoirs of the woman rock climber who was the first person to accomplish
a "free ascent" of the Nose on Yosemite's El Capitan describe her early days as
a Hollywood stunt artist, friendships with other climbers, near-fatal eighty-foot fall,
and personal strategies. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
This classic's fully updated seventh edition features 415 completely new
illustrations and a new glossary of terms. A new chapter has been added to meet
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the rising popularity of waterfall ice and mixed climbing.
“The old way of climbing was systematic, methodical, and consistent. Now it’s
anything goes, reacting to every situation differently.” —Tommy Caldwell • For
skilled climbers who want to push to the next level • Tips and advice from
Tommy Caldwell, Steph Davis, Lynn Hill, Alex Honnold and more of the world’s
best climbers • 250 color photographs and 12 illustrations Advanced Rock
Climbing: Expert Skills and Techniques is for good climbers who want to get even
better—from training to gear, sport climbing to multi-pitch efficiency, and beyond.
Each chapter has detailed advice from some of the world’s best climbers and
guides—Tommy Caldwell, Angela Hawse, Justen Sjong, Steph Davis, Sonny
Trotter, Alex Honnold, Lynn Hill, and more. Through clear, step-by-step
instruction, detailed color photographs, and hard-earned wisdom, this new guide
helps strong climbers increase their speed on multi-pitch climbs, conserve energy
on big faces, train for tendon strength, improvise self-rescue, and more.
Advanced Rock Climbing is for someone who has been climbing for several
years and aspires to transition from intermediate to advanced levels, experienced
climbers who are stuck in a rut, and naturally talented climbers who are climbing
high grades but who may not have the experience to go further safely.
* The book that launched a renaissance in climbing technique and remains
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relevant today * Techniques and mental skills needed to climb at a more
challenging level * Illustrated with full-color photos throughout Big, high routes at
the edge of a climber's ability are not the places for inventing technique or relying
on old habits. Complacency can lead to fatal errors. So where does the hard-core
aspirant or dreamer turn? The only master class in print, Extreme Alpinism
delivers an expert dose of reality and practical techniques for advanced climbers.
Focusing on how top alpine climbers approach the world's most difficult routes,
Twight centers his instruction on the ethos of climbing the hardest routes with the
least amount of gear and the most speed. Throughout, Twight makes it clear that
the two things he refuses to compromise are safety and his climbing ethics. In
addition to the extensive chapters on advanced techniques and skills, Twight also
discusses mental preparedness and attitude; strength and cardiovascular
training; good nutrition; and tips on equipment and clothing.
* Will Gadd is an ESPN X Games and Ice World Cup winner * There are 1.1
million ice climbers in the U.S. (Outdoor Industry Association, 2001) * Seventh
installment in The Mountaineers Outdoor Expert series "Mixed climbing is my
favorite discipline. It's the most fun because it has the fewest rules-sort of like
professional wrestling compared to boxing." So says Will Gadd, as profiled in
Fifty Favorite Climbs. Here the champion ice climber presents the same
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techniques and veteran wisdom he imparts to those who attend his annual
clinics. These include step-by-step instructions for the swing (ice axe), the kick
(footwork), and putting it all together (tracking); how to "read" ice to select your
line and follow it safely; and drytool techniques for mixed climbing. Training
exercises and inspirational stories complete this seminal guide. Will Gadd won
every major ice competition in the world in 1998 and 1999, as well as the 2000
Ice World Cup. A resident of Canmore, Alberta, he has written for Climbing and
Rock & Ice, among other publications. Roger Chayer's photos have appeared in
Rock & Ice, Climbing, Gripped, Equinox, and the Alpine Club of Canada Journal.
He lives in Calgary, Alberta. Part of the Mountaineers Outdoor Expert series.
This completely revised and updated edition with all new color photos brings
together in a single volume the anchoring systems most popular among climbers.
Most climbers today learn their craft on artificial climbing walls and on sport
routes with fixed protection. Their first efforts to lead on trad routes often come as
a rude shock--they find that they haven't the skills and training to safeguard the
climb or to set up solid belays. This new edition of Climbing Anchors is the
climber's complete and authoritative source of information on protection, from
fundamental knots to sophisticated rigging and equalizing skills.
The 25th Anniversary ebook, now with more than 50 images. 'Touching the Void' is the
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tale of two mountaineer’s harrowing ordeal in the Peruvian Andes. In the summer of
1985, two young, headstrong mountaineers set off to conquer an unclimbed route. They
had triumphantly reached the summit, when a horrific accident mid-descent forced one
friend to leave another for dead. Ambition, morality, fear and camaraderie are explored
in this electronic edition of the mountaineering classic, with never before seen colour
photographs taken during the trip itself.
Covers everything from the basics of equipment, knots, and leave-no-trace principles to
the more advanced skills of setting up complex anchors, evaluating avalanche terrain,
and developing your leadership skills.
2020 Banff Mountain Book Competition Finalist in Guidebooks Crack climbing is a
highly technical form of movement in which climbers position their hands, feet, and
even their entire body in cracks to make upward progress on rock. An advocate for the
sport’s aesthetic lines, physicality, and technical know-how, author Pete Whittaker
teaches more than sixty Crack School Masterclasses each year and was featured in the
popular climbing film Wide Boyz. This detailed and comprehensive guide teaches stepby-step techniques and tips, including for: Jamming (finger, hand, fist, foot, arm, leg,
body) Crack types (chimneys, liebacks, underclings, roof cracks) How to safely lead
and place protection Efficient positioning and movement Strength recovery while
climbing
Completely revised and expanded edition of the classic text on climbing and
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mountaineering techniques.
Modern Mountaineering on Alpine Rock, Snow, and Ice If your experience as a
backpacker or rock climber is drawing you higher; if the cold, remote alpine
environment calls you nearer, this book is for you. The Mountaineering Handbook will
teach you the skills that will take you to the top. Even if you’re already an experienced
mountaineer, you’ll find detailed descriptions of the newest and most effective
techniques to refine and organize your methods and equipment. The Mountaineering
Handbook isn't mired in outdated traditionalism; its new-school techniques are safer,
more effective, and more fun for mountaineers at every level. With constant emphasis
on light, fast, and efficient mountaineering, Craig Connally shows you how to: Move
quickly up and down rock, snow, and ice with appropriate safety systems Manage
mountain hazards, including rockfall, avalanche, lightning, and high-altitude illness
Select the best equipment for your personal style and objectives Maintain sound
nutrition and training according to the most up-to-date science Understand the human
factors of mountaineering--the social and psychological forces that influence critical
decisions Connally’s passion for mountaineering is evident in his writing--The
Mountaineering Handbook is clever, insightful, and entertaining. He intends to move
mountaineering into the twenty-first century, but he’s also determined to turn the
traditional how-to book on its ear by injecting personality, humor, and thoughtfulness
into every page.
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The tragic story of one downed WWII American naval aircraft crew, brutally beheaded
to boost the morale of their captors. Includes detailed accounts of war crimes trials.
This is a complete introduction to Alpine mountaineering. If you are planning your first
trip to the Alps or anxious to improve on your performance on previous trips, you need
this book. Even seasoned alpinists will benefit from Bruce's clarity and depth of
experience.Everything you need to know is here and none of the issues are ducked,
from dealing with hut guardians to moving roped together. The first part of the book
deals with the knowledge and techniques you will need. The second part consists of a
choice of good routes to help you gain experience. In this guidebook-style section the
route length is included together with the area, where to stay, access, map and kit
requirements and the full route descriptions.The chapters are Going Alpine; About the
Alps; Objective Dangers; Weather; Kit; Technical Equipment; Alpine Movement;
Protecting Yourself; Glacier Travel; Speed vs Security; Navigation; Rescue; Via
Ferrata; Planning an Alpine Trip; Am I Ready?; Guidebook.

Winter recreation in the mountains has increased steadily over the past few
years, and so has the number of deaths and injuries caused by avalanches.
Staying Alive in Avalanche Terrain covers everything you need to know to avoid
trouble in avalanche terrain: what avalanches are and how they work, common
myths, human activities that lead to avalanche trouble, what happens to victims
when an avalanche occurs, and rescue techniques. Provides step- by-step
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instruction for determining avalanche hazards, using safe travel technique, and
making effective rescues.
Keep notes and drawings, and record your adventures with spaces for location,
date, time to finish, difficulty, highlights, partners, and more. There is also ample
space for keeping an account of your climb, trek, or the birds you've identified.
Artists can use the space for drawings, while poets can create haiku or sonnets.
These journals make great gifts for outdoor enthusiasts. They are rugged and
inexpensive, and just what many people want in an adventure--an analog activity
with no screen or battery.
"A collection of writings about six of America's national parks (Acadia, Great
Smoky Mountains, Rocky Mountains, Zion, Yosemite, and Yellowstone National
Parks) with introductory text and commentary by Dave and Ilyssa Kyu."--Provided
by publisher.
Traces the mountaineer's triumphs and tragedies, from challenging ascents in
Alaska to the death of climbing partners, and discusses his motivation and love
for the sport.
"If there is only one 'how to' book to read for the aspirant and expert alike, it is
Freedom of the Hills. In fact, it is fair to say that Freedom is the definitive guide to
mountains and climbing and has influenced pretty much every climber." -- Conrad
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Anker * 50th anniversary edition of the title considered "bible" of climbing * With
nearly 1 million copies sold, this is the all-time bestselling mountaineering and
climbing title * Printed on 100% recycled paper Since the publication of the first
edition in 1960, Freedom, as the book is known, has endured as a classic
mountaineering text. From choosing equipment to tying a climbing knot, and from
basic rappelling techniques to planning an expedition -- it's all here in this
essential mountaineering reference. A team of more than 40 experts -- all active
climbers and climbing educators -- reviewed, revised, and updated this
compendium to reflect the latest evolutions in mountaineering equipment and
techniques. Major updates include a significant new chapter on conditioning, plus
detailed and extensive revisions to rescue and first-response, aid climbing, and
waterfall and ice climbing.
No one writes about mountaineering and its attendant hardships and victories
more brilliantly than critically acclaimed author Jon Krakauer. In this collection of
his finest work from such magazines as Outside and Smithsonian, he explores
the subject from the unique and memorable perspective of one who has battled
peaks like K2, Denali, Everest, and, of course, the Eiger. Always with a keen eye,
an open heart, and a hunger for the ultimate experience, he gives us unerring
portraits of the mountaineering experience. Yet Eiger Dreams is more about
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people than about rock and ice—people with that odd, sometimes maniacal
obsession with mountain summits that sets them apart from other men and
women. Here we meet Adrian the Romanian, determined to be the first of his
countrymen to solo Denali; John Gill, climber not of great mountains but of housesized boulders so difficult to surmount that even demanding alpine climbs seem
easy; and many more compelling and colorful characters. In the most intimate
piece, “The Devils Thumb,” Krakauer recounts his own near-fatal, ultimately
triumphant struggle with solo-madness as he scales Alaska's Devils Thumb.
Eiger Dreams is stirring, vivid writing about one of the most compelling and
dangerous of all human pursuits.
Written for both beginners and advanced climbers, this revised and updated
edition reflects current techniques and new and improved equipment. Four
sections cover climbing and outdoor fundamentals; rock, snow, ice and alpine
climbing; emergency prevention and response; and the mountain environment.
Winner of the Canadian Rockies Award at the 2005 Banff Mountain Book Festival, this
comprehensive climberís guide and history of the 54 11,000-foot peaks in the Canadian
Rockies celebrates in words and images these breathtaking summits and the
wilderness settings over which they tower. This book uniquely captures and distills the
lively and frequently forgotten accounts of the pioneering climbers and their various
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routes. Each entry provides a vivid description of the peak, an extensive history of the
early ascents of it and a detailed description of moderate to intermediate routes,
including access and approach information. Now extensively updated, the text is
liberally illustrated with route and climbing photos, both contemporary and historical,
and includes detailed area maps.
When eleven climbers died on K2 on August 1, 2008, it was a stark reminder that the
world's second-highest mountain has, for more than a century, been regarded as the
most difficult and dangerous of all—for every four people who reach the top, one dies in
the attempt. K2, The Savage Mountain tells the dramatic story of the 1953 American
expedition, led by Charles S. Houston, when a combination of terrible storms and
illness stopped the team short of the 28,251-foot summit. Then on the descent, tragedy
struck, and how the climbers made it back to safety is renowned in the annals of
climbing. K2, The Savage Mountain captures this sensational tale with an unmatched
power that has earned this book its place as one of the classics of mountaineering
literature.
Since the publication of the first edition in 1960, Freedom, as the book is known, has
endured as a classic mountaineering text. From choosing equipment to tying a climbing
knot, and from basic rappelling techniques to planning an expedition its all here in this
essential mountaineering reference. A team of more than 40 experts all active climbers
and climbing educators reviewed, revised, and updated this compendium to reflect the
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latest evolutions in mountaineering equipment and techniques. Major updates include a
significant new chapter on conditioning, plus detailed and extensive revisions to rescue
and first response, aid climbing, and waterfall and ice climbing.
Climbing partners Maria Hines, a James Beard–awardwinning chef, and Mercedes
Pollmeier, an NSCA-certified strength and conditioning specialist and Level 2
nutritionist, decided that they’d had enough of packaged bars and goos. As a
celebrated chef, Hines can make anything taste great, and Pollmeier knows the science
behind exercise nutrition. On their long drives to crags an idea blossomed: write a
nutrition book for mountain sports. Peak Nutrition details 100 simple and tasty recipes
within the context of outdoor goals and body science: motivation, recovery, hydration;
how our digestive system works; how food provides energy; effects of weather and
altitude; the relationship between food, muscle, and cramping; how nutrition relates to
mental and physical stress; and much more. The authors also explore shifting eating
habits and ways to develop a healthier approach, whether bouldering, climbing,
backcountry skiing, mountain biking, trekking, or trail running. "Peak Profiles" offer food
tips from elite athletes such as backcountry boarder Jeremy Jones and climber Sasha
Diguilian and sample menus help readers plan what to prep and pack.
Including two new chapters on Alex Honnold’s free solo ascent of the iconic 3,000-foot
El Capitan in Yosemite National Park. On June 3rd, 2017, Alex Honnold became the
first person to free solo Yosemite's El Capitan—to scale the wall without rope, a partner,
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or any protective gear—completing what was described as "the greatest feat of pure
rock climbing in the history of the sport" (National Geographic) and "one of the great
athletic feats of any kind, ever" (New York Times). Already one of the most famous
adventure athletes in the world, Honnold has now been hailed as "the greatest climber
of all time" (Vertical magazine). Alone on the Wall recounts the most astonishing
achievements of Honnold’s extraordinary life and career, brimming with lessons on
living fearlessly, taking risks, and maintaining focus even in the face of extreme danger.
Now Honnold tells, for the first time and in his own words, the story of his 3 hours and
56 minutes on the sheer face of El Cap, which Outside called "the moon landing of free
soloing…a generation-defining climb. Bad ass and beyond words…one of the pinnacle
sporting moments of all time."
A veteran mountaineer recalls some of his most dangerous climbs as he pursued the
goal of reaching the summit of the world's fourteen 8,000-meter peaks, discussing
some of his own close calls and rescues, and errors in judgment on the part of fellow
climbers.
Glacier Mountaineering provides the knowledge and skills needed to safely and selfsufficiently navigate over glacier terrain. Hundreds of hilarious and helpful illustrations
by Mike Clelland complement the clear and concise text by Andy Tyson. Providing
critical instruction for anyone planning to travel over glacier country—from the Cascades
to the Rockies to Denali—this book will guide and entertain readers through glacier
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anatomy, equipment, route finding, and rescue techniques.

* For climbers who know the basics and are ready to venture at higher altitudes*
Written by longtime guides and climbing instructors certified by the American
Mountain Guide Association (AMGA)* Teaches situational thinking and learning
as well as techniqueThis intermediate-level guide addresses tools, skills, and
techniques used in alpine terrain including rock, snow, ice, and glaciers at
moderate altitude - approximately 5000 meters (16,000 feet) and lower. The
technical protection systems are covered, of course. But 30 years of alpine
climbing experience has convinced the authors that mastery - and safety - lie in
the far more difficult task of knowing exactly which techniques to use, where and
when. Therefore, they teach step-by-step decision-making skills, providing
scenarios, checklists, and self-posed questions to inform the decision process.
Alpine Climbing assumes some prior knowledge, primarily in rock climbing skills
and techniques. Basic knots, belaying,rappelling, building rock anchors, leading,
placing rock protection, and movement skills on rock: variations of these skills
that are of particular value in the alpine environment are addressed in this book.
Seminal book updated by author of the acclaimed Advanced Rock Climbing Easyto-follow step-by-step instructions 400 new color photos demonstrate techniques
For this new edition of Rock Climbing Anchors, climber and writer Topher
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Donahue carefully reviewed each technique and lesson, making them even
easier to understand and learn. Key updates include: Improved content
hierarchy, reading efficiency, and technique emphasis Pros vs. Cons comparison
lists Technological advances and changes in gear and standards Graphic
illustrations of forces, movement, "right" vs. "wrong" technique, and more New
section on anchor considerations for the climbing gym New distinction between
"anchor" and "placement" or "piece"
“The definitive guide to mountains and climbing . . .”—Conrad Anker For nearly
60 years it’s been revered as the “bible” of mountaineering–and now it’s even
better than ever • The best-selling instructional text for new and intermediate
climbers for more than half a century • New edition—fully updated techniques and
all-new illustrations • Researched and written by a team of expert climbers
Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills is the text beloved by generations of
new climbers—the standard for climbing education around the world where it has
been translated into 12 languages. For the all-new 9th Edition, committees
comprosed of active climbers and climbing educators reviewed every chapter of
instruction, and discussed updates with staff from the American Alpine Club
(AAC), the American Institute for Avalanche Research and Education (AIARE),
and the Access Fund. They also worked with professional members of the
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American Mountain Guides Association (AMGA), to review their work and ensure
that the updated textbook includes the most current best practices for both alpine
and rock climbing instruction. From gear selection to belay and repel techniques,
from glacier travel to rope work, to safety, safety, and more safety—there is no
more comprehensive and thoroughly vetted training manual for climbing than the
standard set by Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills, 9th Edition. Significant
updates to this edition include: • New alignment with AAC’s nationwide universal
belay standard • Expanded and more detailed avalanche safety info, including
how to better understand avalanches, evaluate hazards, travel safely in avy
terrain, and locate and rescue a fellow climber in an avalanche • Newly
revamped chapters on clothing and camping • All-new illustrations reflecting the
latest gear and techniques—created by artist John McMullen, former art director of
Climbing magazine • Review of and contributions to multiple sections by AMGAcertified guides • Fresh approach to the Ten Essentials—now making the iconic
list easier to recall
Revised, the 5th edition redefines the basics with the latest information on
climbing techniques, snow and glacier travel, weather, safety, first aid, and
leadership. Expanded chapters on first steps, belaying, and aid climbing and
pitoncraft, plus several new sections on rock climbing, help broaden skill and
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expertise. Freedom covers the latest in equipment, including plastic boots,
specialized rock shoes, step-in/clamp-on crampons, interior-frame packs,
modern.
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